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Tai'ka'ye'Uuas'Ye'As

 WIP: This article is a work in progress and is not yet approved for usage in the RP.

Tai'ka'ye'Haa'Ye is a form of Tai'ka'ye'ausye that is designed to serve the military and the public as
portable cover. It was created by the Kingdom of Neshaten and put into service in EE 002.

About

Tai'ka'ye'Uuas'Ye'As is a military based cover created by the Shukara Volunteer Navy to give their
soldiers a portable cover system while out in the open or when they get into tight spots. While it doesn't
provide the same degree of protection like the Tai'ka'ye'Vasy'Ahe, it does provide a decent amount to
allow soldiers the ability to survive when in a harsh engagement.

The system works through the use of a mobile projector device that can be set up on the ground and
then projects a shield roughly a few inches above its emitting point. This shield extends upward by only
three feet but provides enough of a solid surface to hide behind. Military software allows the shield to
actually be 'molded' into a particular design which means it can also be used by snipers and heavy
gunners to provide them with cover so that they can attack or suppress enemy positions.

Appearance

The Tai'ka'ye'Uuas'Ye'As differs in appearance, it can either resemble a straight circular 'tube' or even a
rectangular one, hexagonal shaped as well when used to provide increased protection when enemy fire is
coming from one direction.

Components

This is a list of components used in the Tai'

Emitters

Unlike the emitters found in the two larger systems of the Neshaten Tai'ka'ye'ausye Technology, the
emitter in this case is singular and is designed to project a shield only in a small area. The emitter is
designed to project the shield several inches 'ahead' of it in order to give itself some breathing room and
protection from enemy fire, since an enemy would most likely target the emitter. A sheet of Heu'trane is
placed in front of the emitter to give it its protection.

The emitter doesn't generate a whole lot of heat, in fact, the heat it does generate is quite negligible.
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Generator

Because this particular system is portable it has to have its own power, in this case, uses a small Luna
Generator

Cooling system

The cooling system used in the portable unit isn't like those found in larger units, this particular system
uses a small amount of cooled water to help maintain the system. However, because the cool
temperatures found on most Neshaten worlds, the system can be set to draw in cool air instead. It can
also be fitted with a traditional heat sink as well.
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